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^ , ,1. INTRODUCTION ,
Beefr-opt is' a planning tool to assist farmers in maximizing income from
their beef enterprises* Xt is assumed that other livestock enterprises such
as hogs and sheep have be,en previously, selected and .that crop selections are
Independent of the beef enterprises. Thus, farm raised feed and permanent
labor supplies available to beef.enterprises are fixed. The available per
manent, labor supply is a residual of other farm uses.
Beef-opt considers cow-caif systemsj calf backgrounding and feedlot
finishing. Each can be considered independent of the other two or all-three '
can be.Integrated into a continuous process..- Calves from the beef cows can
be soldj backgrounded or. placed directly into .the feedlot. Calves can be
purchased to the backgrounded or placed into the, feedlot as a beginning ^
operation or added to those raised on the farm. Likewise feeder cattle can
be purchased directly- for the-feedlot or, transferred from backgrounding and/or
farm raised calves. . , ,.
A feature of the program is the selection of production facilities. At
each level of production beef animals can be produced in facilities currently
available, in an expansion of current facilities (same type) or in newly con
structed facilities. The selection process allows for two cow-calf systems,
four backgrounding systems, and six feedlot finishing systems. These systems
may be differentiated by the type of facilities used as well as by the type
of cattle fed (steers, heifers, calves, yearlings, crossbreds), rate of gain
or other distinguishing characteristics.
Beef animals derive their nutritional needs from feeds the farmer
specifies are available. Thirty different feeds are listed, and these could
be modified to include feeds not listed. The nutritional components of each
feed are specified in order to be available to meet the needs of the aiiiinals.
Grains, forages (hay and silage), supplements, roughages, and pasture types are
Included. Feed can be farmed raised and/or purchased. The nutritional needs
of the animals are tabulated through a series of math^atlcal formulas adapted
from the National Research Council and animal nutrition studies. For beef cows
nutritional needs are divided into maintenance and production (lactation).
The requirements for this suckling calf, replacement heifer and bull are
added. For the backgrounding and finishing phase nutrition needs are
tabulated for maintenance and growth. Protein requirements are specified
as digestable protein. Urea can be fed to meet part of the protein needs
of animals being backgrounded or finished. The size of mature cows is
considered a factor in their nutritional requirements. For backgrounding
and finishing animals nutritional needs are tabulated over a series of growth
intervals with rate of gain a modifying factor. Adry matter maximum intake
factor limits the total volume of feed the animals can consume.
The optimal farm beef livestock system is developed through a linear
programming matrix which is stored in the computer. It is constructed to
test a wide variety of production systems. An IBM-^SX algorithm is used '^ "
In order to place data in the computer, process it, and report the results
three phases are defined. Phase 1 takes the information provided by the ^
farmer and places it In the computer for processing. This phase is written
In Fortran. In effect it revises data already stored in the computer to
reflect individual beef producer.resources, costs, prices and alternative
production plans. Phase 2 solves for an optimal solution (production system)
using the MPSX program. The solution is printed in standard format on a
temporary file and passed to the third phase. Phase 3 reads the solution
and prints costs and returns information which reflects the optimal solution
including levels of resource use. Form 1 illustrates the three phases.'
Phase three is also written in Fortran computer language.
Beef-opt is a single time period model which places limits upon its
use and interpretation. Investments in beef operations are long run. This
model is not designed'to guide the steprphase development of a beef operation
but rather to best relative profitabilities. The results should be helpful
in making the decision of whether to produce beef and if so what kind and
in what facilities. It suffers from the same problems of various budgeting
routines but has the advantage of con5>aring a much larger number of systems
for relative profitabilities.
For a more thorough discussion of Beef-opt the reader is referred to
the original thesis: "A Producer Oriented Model for Programming Beef
Production" by Duane Reneau, Department of Economics, Iowa State University,
1977.
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H. INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING OUT THE DATA FORM
The data form is divided into six sections as follows: (1) feeds,
(2) labor, (3) facilities, (4) cow-calf, (5) backgrounding, and
(6) feedlot finishing. Before filling out the forms the beef systems to
be tested should be defined. This program allows defining two cow-calf
systems, four backgrounding systems and six feedlot finishing systems.
The systems selected to be tested may relate to present inventories of
livestock, facilities, and feed supplies but also may be differentiated
by calving season, sex, rate of gain, etc. The place to start in any
production plan is a definition and inventory of current resources. The
following production sequences could be defined:
1. Beef calves > Backgrounding > Finishing
2. Beef calves > Backgrounding
3. Beef calves
4. Beef calves — ^ Finishing
5. Backgrounding — ^ Finishing
6. Finishing
Animals entering the backgrounding and finishing phases could be raised
and/or purchased and could be heifers or steers. Production could take
place in existing facilities, additions to present facilities or in new
construction. Each system to be tested needs to be defined and organized
prior to listing it in the various parts of the input form so that one
part will consistently fit with another.
The selection of prices also is important. Since beef production is
a long term investment next year's price may not be so important as price
relationships and price trends. Next Year's prices are more important if
the decision is how many cattle to feed in existing lots or what types of
cattle to feed. Longer run price trends are more inportant if new invest
ments in facilities or breeding cows are contemplated. Also, the relative
balance of input prices (feeder cattle, feed, labor, veterinary and other
variable costs) with output prices (livestock sales prices) is more import-
tant than the specific price levels. It is the change in this balance
which causes beef production to become more or less profitable. Thus, the
selection of prices becomes a critical factor in the whole analysis and
should be viewed from the perspective of the purposes of the study being
made.
The basic assets or resources are defined in sections A, B and C of
the input form which cover feed, labor, and facilities, respectively.
Having defined these basic assets or resources, the producer then sets
tentative plans as to how these would be used in the different phases to
produce beef. Again it is essential that he have clearly in mind alter
natives that are both realistic and practical. The model has been made
purposefully general, in order to handle as many different systems as
possible. Thus particular care must be used in filling out the input
form to closely tailor each system with clearly defined and individualized
requirements and expected outputs. The instructions have been written to
facilitate this in two ways. First, the instructions attempt to explain
what purpose the required piece of data will fill. Second, the instructions-,
in conjunction with the tables and graphs, suggest how the required data can
be coiiq)uted and gives average values that can be used as a guide. Nonethe
less, due to the interrelationships involved, each system'must be-carefully
defined as a unit before starting to put down data about it. For Instance,
the facility used greatly affects labor requirements, feed efficiency
and rates of gain. Also, cattle type and input weight and condition affect
efficiency, desirable marketing weight and slaughter price expectations.
Thus, the whole'system must be clearly in mind before data about any part
of it can be entered, if useful output is to be returned.
Some user's may find it helpful to turn to the different production
system definition sections (D, E', F) first and then fill out the resources
available sections (A, B, C) as it becomes clearer which needs will have to
be met. This may be particularly true when considering the facilities
section (C).
Once the form is completely filled out it might be good to look through
the whole thing, paying special attention to consistency, particularly in
the timing of operations if cattle are to be transferred between phases.
Inaccurate data or data placed in the wrong spaces will tend to downgrade
the usefulness of the output report returned to the producer.
Example: Demonstration Farm
An example farm will be used to illustrate the filling out of the
input form. This farm consists of 440 acres in northwestern Iowa. Rotation
crops are corn, soybeans and meadow suitable for hay or grazing. There are
22 acres of improved permanent pasture. Corn can be harvested for grain or
silage and corn stalks are harvested as stover and grazed. Current facilities
for handling beef cattle include shelter for 50 head of cows, lots and
shelter for 150 feeder calves being backgrounded in open lot and lots and
shelter for 300 head of finishing cattle. Labor is furnished by-the operator
and his family except for some part-time labor. The farm operator desires
to finish-out the calves that are raised plus purchasing additional feeders.
He is willing to add additional facilities if profitable. Beef-opt will be
used to test the profitability of alternative systems. These will be further
explained as the input form is filled out.
On the lefthand side of the instructions are numbers which correspond
to the numbers on the Data Form including the Demonstration Farm. Each line
of the Data Form which can be filled out by the user is given a number.
This should help the users locate specific parts.
NAME, ADDRESS, DATE
Name: Demonstration Farm (use a maximum of 20 spaces) 1
Address: Northwest Iowa (use a maximum of 20 spaces) 2
Date: November 1976 (use a maximum of 20 spaces) 3
Section A: Feeds
Listed in the Beef-Opt Data Form are 30 feeds commonly available to Iowa
farmers. The beef producer selects from this list those that are available
to his operation. If he doesn*t find a feed listed which he wishes to feed,
then he should locate a feed listed which has similar nutritional value and
use it. Leave the "Price" and "Maximum Quantity" columns blank for those
feeds listed which are not to be considered. Be certain that the price and
quantity figures used correspond to the units of measure shown following each
feed listed.
There are columns for listing two sources of feed supply. This allows a
producer to list his farm raised feed supply as one source and the commercial
market for a second source. Another example for its use is to adjust for
seasonal price changes. A producer may be able to fill his feed storage •
facilities at a harvest time price with later purchases at higher seasonal
prices. The cheaper source of each feed should always be listed first. If
there is more than one source the first source listed must have a maximum
quantity available shown. If there is not a maximum quantity available at a
given price then the quantity column may be left blank. In all cases the
second source will carry a higher price than the first source.
Pasture and forages are in tons of dry matter. This is because of the
large variation in moisture content. Table 3 is a guide for estimating
pasture yields and making the conversion from a wet to dry quantity basis.
Use the following formula to tabulate the correct "price to use:
Price = starting price + storing and handling costs + spoilage
and wastage costs
For farm raised feeds the starting price should be the opportunity cost or
price the farmer could receive for it at the farm if offered for sale.
Storage and handling costs may include drying (if purchased wet), hauling,
storage, insurance, interest on inventory, etc.. Spoilage and wastage costs
equal:
starting price x
(% spoilage + % wastage)
100
4'
Suppose a starting price of $2.00 per bushel (bu.) with storage and handling
costs of $0.10 per bu. ($0.06 drying, $0.01 haul'ing, $0.03 storage and
insurance) and spoilage and wastage costs of $0.02 per bu. the correct-price
to use is:
Price = $2.00 + 0.10 + 0.02 = $2.12.
Use the following formula to tabulate the "Maximum Quantity":
C7o spoilage + 7, wastage)
Maxitaum quantity = starting quantity x 1 - |^ qq
Storage and, wastage losses are estimated in Table 2. Supppse you have
harvested 10,000 bu. of "No.. ^2 corrected" corn which could sell for $2.00
per bu., but is available, for feeding to beef. If you expect losses of
0.5% due to spoilage and 0.5% wastage during.handling.then the correct^,
quantity to show is: ' '
Maximum quantity,= lOiOOO x
GRAINS:
* 0.5% -+ 0.5%:
. 100 . J
See Table 1 for converting to "No^. 2" corn.
Example: Feeds, Denusnstration Fam
= 9,900 bu.
One Two
Maximum Maximum
Units Price - . Quantity - Price Quantity
Corn. • ^ ^^ 56 Ibs./bu, ' 2.40 15,000 2.55 , 4
Ground ear corn 70 Ibs./bu. 2.70 15,000 - 5
Sorghum 60 Ibs./bu. . 6
Oats 32 Ibs./bu. - 7
Barley 48 Ibs./bu. . 8
Wieat , /6,6' Ibs./bu., , . ' _ . _ 9
Grain screenings Tons ' . " ' 10
HAYS: (in tons)
Alfalfa ^ 50 - 200 , 60 . ' 11
Legume , , '
(less than 30% grass) , ^ , '' 12
Legume/Grass
(30%-70?S ' 13
Grass , , , , , 45 „ 100 ^ , 14
SILAGES: (in tons) .
Corn - • 21 , 1,500 15
Corn Stover , 16
Sorghum ^ ^ , J, 17
Sorghum/.Sudan ^ - 18
'Oat ^ • . • • • 19
Legume ' ^ 20
. Legume/Grass "T ' 21
SUPPLEMENTS:, (in tons) ' . ' ... • .
Soybean oilmeal
(40-45% protein) _ , 180 ' . 22
Protein. Mixture . ^ "^^7
(appirox. 30% protein) , , 128 . 23
"Urea ~ ^ '24
ROUGHAGES: (in tons) , ^
Ground Cobs ^ . , - . .
Corn Stover . , ' ^ ^
(machine harvested) 13 2OO « ' 26
Small Grain, Straw, ^ | 27
Soybean Stover ^ • ~ r?
(machine harvested) 28
One Two .
Maximum ^ Maximum
Price Quantity Price Quantity
PASTURE: (In tons of dry matter)
Legume
(less than 30% grass) . 29
Legume/Grass
(30-70% grass) 30
Grass
(greater than 70% grass) 15 45 22 45 31
Cornstalk Aftermath 5 200 32
Winter Wheat 33
Section B: Labor
Labor availability and requirements have been broken into six two-month 34-
periods in order to more clearly reflect seasonal variations in labor time 39
available and to allow a closer definition of labor needs within the different
production systems.
Family and permanent hired labor act as restraints on the amount of beef
production that can occur and thus should reflect the maximum amounts of
labor time available, not the amount the beef producer expects to use. The
computer will allocate only what is necessary. The labor specificiation is that
supply which is available to the beef operations only. Labor required for
crop production and other livestock enterprises should be subtracted from
the total' labor supply. The table below is organized to help estimate this
labor supply.
Labor to supplement permanent or fixed labor supplies can be hired on a
hourly basis. The months available and the wage rate are specified in the
designated columns. If hourly labor is unavailable during any or all periods,
leave the "Cost to Hire" and "Maximum Hireable Hours" spaces blank. The
computer is set up so that both spaces must either be blank or have numbers
in them. Place the yearly value of family labor and yearly cost of "permarieht 40-
hlred labor in the "Family" and "Permanent Fixed Cost" spaces, respectively. 41
An example of labor availability might be; the operator is willing to
work 400 hours during March-April (50 hours a week for 8 weeks). Also, a
16 year old son can work 80 hours (10 hours a week for 8 weeks), and a
permanent hired man, can work 320 hours (40 hours a week for 8 weeks). A
total of 800 hours is available. If crop field work and other livestock
will require 300 hours during that period, then "Total Family and Permanent
Hired Labor" will equal 500 hours for March-April. It might also be
possible to hire up to 200 hours of hourly labor at $3.00 an hour for the
beef operation, so "Cost to Hire Hourly Labor/Hour" would be $3.00 and
"Maximum Hireable Hours" would be 200.
Use the' workspace below to figure fixed labor supplies available to the
beef activities.
Operator + Family + Permanent
members hired
Labor for crops = Total family &
and other.stock permanent'.hired
Jan-Feb
Mar-Apr
May-June
July-Aug
Sept-Oct
Nov-Dec
Example: Labor, Demonstration Farm
J anuary-February
March-April
May-June
July-August '
September-Oc tober
November-December
Total family and
permanent hired
-300
180
160
200
60
180
Cost to hire add.
labor/hour
3.50
4.50
3.50
3.50.
4.50
3.50
Maximum hireable
hours/period
360
360
360
360
360
360
34
35
36
37
38
39
34
35
36
. 37
38
39
List the yearly fixed cost for family labor and permanent hired labor
that should be charged against the total beef operation.
Family Labor Fixed Cost $ 5,000 40
Permanent Labor Fixed- Cost $. 0 41
Section C: Facilities •
- This section develops the>variable and fixed costs of the facilities for
the different beef systems to' be considered and the number of headspaces that
are currently available or may be added. The formats for all three phases--
cow-calf, backgrounding, and feedlot--are practically the same except that
the feedlot phase has two new facilities sections to give a greater range of
choices to test against each other if that is desired.
To fill in the data first designate the present facilities with a name 42
(up to 20 letters or spaces). Use any descriptive name that will be easy
to recognize in the output report such as, "Barn, fenced pasture" for cow-
calf, "Open lot and stalks" for backgrounding, and "Open-front confinen^nt"
for finishing, etc..
•If there are no current facilities for a.certain phase but it is desired
to consider that activity leave the name for "Present Type" blank and
skip to "New Type of Facilities". Tabulation procedures follow:
Present type
1. Variable cost per headspace is equai to the costs that will be
incurred if the facilities are actually used. The actual amounts should
be taken from farm records or experience. This is on a per head basis
and would include:
43
56
69
10
Cow-calf Backgrounding Feedlot
Maintenance 6e bldg. repairs -
Repairs to Assoc. equipment
Power 66 utilities
Misc.
Total $ $"
2. Total yearly fixed cost is equal to the total cost of owning the 44
present facilities, whether they are used or not. This would include: 57
70
Cow-calf Backgrounding Feedlot
Depreciation on buildings
Depreciation on equipment
Insurance and taxes •
Wise.
Total $ $ • $
3. Number of headspaces presently available is equal to the number of 45
cows, calves, etc., that the present facilities can accoimnodate at one 58
time. This is a restraint maximum and does not necessarily mean all will 71
be used, only that no more than this number are presently available for
use.
>
Additions,to present type
If it is desirable to allow expansion of the' present type of facilities
beyond current maximums, calculate variable and fixed costs to build addi
tional, but similar facilities.
4. Variable cost per headspace is equal to the operating costs incurred 46
to use the facilities on a per head basis. It will be similar' to "1" 59
above in most cases, except that start-up costs, if any, would replace 72
maintenance and repair costs.
Cow-Calf Backgrounding Feedlot
Start-up costs .
Power and utilities . |
Misc.
Total $ $ $
5, Yearly fixed cost per space, if built, is equal to the cost of own- 47
ing one newly built space of the present type. It must be calculated on 60
a per headspace basis because the actual number that will be required is 73
unknown. It will include the first year's:
Depreciation on buildings
Depreciation on equipment
Insurance and taxes
Interest and/or return on
Investment
Misc.
Total^
Cow-calf Backgrounding Feedlot
When added together the totals of 4 and 5 above should be greater than
the total in 1 for the same beef system. This would be natural under most
circumstances and is necessary in this program in order for the computer to
use the present facilities before building added units.
11
6. Investment per headspace, if built, is equal to the cost of building 48
one additional headspace. It would include: (see Tables 6, 7 and 8 for 61
examples and suggested costs) 74
Cow-calf Backgrounding Feedlot
Land
Buildings
Fences or corrals
Well, pipes and waterers
Misc.
Total $ $ $'
It may be easier to figure these for 10 or 100 spaces and then move the
decimal point if that is easier.
7. The "maximum number of headspaces willing to build" is equal to the 49
maximum amount that the operator is willing or able to let his present 62
facilities expand. 75
New type of facilities
If the operator wishes to consider a different set of facilities from
those presently owned, or if there are no facilities for a particular beef
operation planned, then fill in this section. If it is not desirable to
consider new facilities for a particular phase, leave the name blank and
the computer will drop it from the program.
The feedlot division has two sections so that two possible facilities
types can be compared at the same time. If not, leave one or both names
blank.
Again, the name (up to 20 letters or spaces) is the descriptive 50
designation and may be anything that defines this new facility type for
the operator. The form types are exactly like those previously shown
and are calculated the same way, so they are not repeated here. Tables
6 and 7 give some investment costs for new facilities.
8. Variable cost per headspace. 51
64
Cow«calf Backgrounding Feedlot A Feedlot B 77
Power & utilities
Misc.
Total $ $ $ $
9. Fixed Cost per headspace per year. 52
65
Depreciation on jq
buildings
Depreciation on
equipment *
Interest &/or return •
on investment
Misc.
Total
12
10. Investment per head space built.
Cow-calf Backgrounding
Land
Building
Fences 6t c'orrals
Well, pipes 6c
waterers
Misc.
Tota^
Feedlot A
53
66
Feedlot B 79
$: $' $: $:
11. The "maximum number of headspaces willing to build" is equal to the
maximum size of hew facility the operator is planning. This constraint
is based upon restrictions on the amount of investment capital available
or other managerial considerations.
Example: Facilities, Demonstration Farm
COW-CALF
Present type. NAME: Pasture Calving
1. Variable cost per headspace.
2. Total yearly fixed cost.
3. Number of headspace presently available.
Additions to present type.
4. Variable cost per headspace.
5. Yearly fixed cost per headspace if built.
6. Investment per headspaces if built.
7. Maximum number of headspaces willing to build,
New type of facilities. NAME: Barn lot, pasture
8. Variable cost per headspace.
9. Yearly fixed cost per headspace if built.
10. Investment per headspace if built.
11. Maximum number of headspaces willing to build,
BACKGROUNDING
List the variable and fixed costs for the backgrounding facilities
presently available on your farm along with the maximum number of cattle
the facilities can presently handle and a descriptive name. If you are
willing to build additional facilities of the same type fill in lines 4-7.
Present type. NAME: Open lot, trees
1. Variable cost per headspace.
2. Total yearly fixed cost.
3. Number of headspaces presently available.
Additions,to present type.
4. Variable and building cost per headspace.
5. Yearly fixed cost per headspace if built.
6. Investment per headspace if built.
7. Maximum number of headspaces willing to build.
$ 250
50
10
20
50
$ i
$ 1500
150
$ 1.50
$ U
$ 70
100
54
67
80
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
13
New type of facilities. NAME: Grazing, present lot ' 63
8. Variable and building costs per headspace. " $' 20 64
9. Yearly fixed cost per headspace. ^ . $ 10 .. 65
10. Investment per headspace if built. . $ 20' 66
11. Maximum nuiti)er of headspaces wiling'to build. . 150 '67
FEEDLOT • > ^ ' ' ; ; , . . '
Present type. NAME:- Open".lot^ shelter" . ' • 68
1. Variable, cost .per headspace.- $ . 3 69
2. Total yearly fixed cost. $ 4500 ' 70
3. Number of headspaces presently available. 300 71
^Additions to present type."
4. Variable and building cost per headspace. " • ;$ 2 72
5. Yearly fixed cost per headspace if built. $ 20 73
6. , Investment per headspace:if built; $ 100^ 74
7. Maximum nun^er of headspaces willing to build. 100 75
New type of facilities-. . - .
(A.) NAME: Confinement-pit '• . • 76
8. Variable cost per headspace. $ 3 77
9. •• Yearly fixed: cost per headspace if built. $ 38 78
10. Investment per headspace if built'. I • $ 190 ' , 79
.11. Maximum number of headspaces willing to build.. 200 80
(B.) NAME: . • . t 81
8. Variable cost per^headspace. - ' . •$ ^ . " 82
9.' Yearly fixed cost per headspace if built. $ 83
10. Investment per headspace if built. . . 84
11. Maximum number of headspaces willing to build. 0 85
i : . Section D: .. Cow-calf systems-.
Naine of system. Two systems are possible; Indentify those to be-tested 86
with a name of no more than 40 letters or spaces. If the operator does 87
not wish to consider cow-calf systems, leave.the names blank and sl^ip this
entire section. If the-operator, wishes to consider only one system, ledve
"System 2" name blank and ignore the spaces for its data. . -
1. ' Present number of cow units on hand; Enter the size of .the present 88
herd. The present herd enters the progr^ as a given resource similar to
operator labor or present facilities. .The investment in cows is a long?-
range fixed investment. Only variable costs of production are charged.
2. Cost of buying additional cows. If.the; optimal herd size-(both - . 89
systems combined) is largerthan the-preseht herd, the program will buy- '
cows if possible. Enter.the: purchase price of each additional cow. '
3* ' Buying and transportation costs per.'additional cow; Enter the 90
miscellaneous, out-of pocket, costs of acquiring and Integrating new cows^ -
on a per head basis, ^ese costs might Include:
Transportation
Veterinary
Special feed
Miscellaneous
Total $"
14
4. Maximum number of head willing to add to "herd. Enter the maximum 91
number that the operator is able or willing to buy. This may be used as
a restraint on herd size or capital outlay. This is a maximum and does not
mean that any or all will actually be used, only that no more than this
number can be purchased.
5. Average weight of mature cows in herd. Enter the average size of - '92
mature cows in pounds. This weight is used by the program to help determine
feed requirements for the cow herd, and the weight of cull cows.
Data pertaining to the individual systems
Fill in the required data for those cow-calf systems which were named.
Instructions and explanations, where appropriate will be listed by number,
matching the numbering used on the data sheets.
1. Enter the number of bulls per 100 cows in the breeding herd. 93
If artificial insemination is used, enter 0.
2. Enter the average weight of the herd bulls in pounds. This is 94
used to help determine feed requirements for herd bulls.
Replacement heifers
3. Enter the number of heifers kept at weaning for replacement 95
per 100 cows. This number determines how many heifers will be held back
at weaning rather than being sold or transferred. It also helps determine
feed requirements. If'heifers are not retained as replacements, enter 0.
4. Enter the number of yearling bred heifers in the cow herd per 96
100 cows. In an on-going herd this should be equal to the number of
weaned heifers saved, less death loss.- The number is used to help deter
mine feed requirements.
If you wish to retain a larger percentage of heifers at weaning and then
cull those not needed for replacements as yearlings, this number would be
correspondingly smaller. Though there is no specific provision in this pro
gram for saving back extra heifers and selling them later, this practice can
be handled by increasing the culling percentage in space 26 to include both
cows and yearling heifers sold. Since the value of the cows culled is
figured on a price per hundredweight times the mature cow weight, the value
for the yearlings culled should be roughly correct since they would weigh
less than mature cows, but would be expected to bring more dollars per
hundredweight.
5. Feed efficiency is an important adjustment factor that allows - 97
an increase or decrease in feed requirements to better fit a particular
situation. The nutritional values of the feeds listed were taken from
the National Research Council publication, "Nutrient Requirements of Beef
Cattle," 1976, The formulas to arrive at the cow-calf unit's requirements
were taken from "Considerations Relative to Enterprise Efficiency of the
15
Cow-Calf Unit" by S. W. Ewing, Oklahoma State University, 1'975- They are
of necessity based on average feed and cattle* quality"in'normal.feeding
situations. Therefore, any deviations from average must be 'considered;
and the resulting bias removed. ' '
If the operator's feed and/or cattle are generally superior (or inferior)
in quality, this figure should be adjusted accordingly. Also,- if the cattle
are subject to extra stress due to heat or cold or poor pasture conditions,
this should also be taken into consideration. The facilities specified for
this system and' forages, available, are major factors to consider when
deciding where- to set-this efficiency level. The average level is
1 and should be set below 1 if the efficient level is better than
average. For example, if you felt that your feed and cattle were average
quality but due to your fine facilities and managerial ability, they were
usually 5 percent more efficient in their feed usage than most, you would
set your efficiency level at 0.95. That is, your herd would use only 95
percent as much feed as the typical herds of the same size. Be aware that
it only takes a small change to make a big difference in feed costs. Only
under unusual clrcumstanceis would this figure be outside the 0.90 to 1.20
range as each 0.01 change is a 1 percent change in efficiency and thus,
feed requirements and costs. See Tables'4 and 5 for some suggested adjustment
factors. Some factors pertain only to feedlot efficiency, such as growth
stimulants, but others apply to all phases of cattle production.
6, 7, 8. If these forages will' be available to the cow herd during 98-
the lactating period, place a 0 in the appropriate space. If not, place 100
a 1 in the space and the computer will drop the specified forage from
consideration as a potential feed source. For Instance, if the lactation
period runs from April until September, pasture probably will be available
but not cornstalk aftermath, so .a 0 should be placed in row 6 and 1 in
row 7.
Forage availability during dry period
9, 10, 11. Do the same as above for forages available and unavall- 101-
able during the period when the cows are dry and the calves have been 103
weaned.
12. Enter a 0 for the systems planned using your present type of 104
facilities and 1 for those planned using a new type. Make sure that- the
facilities type designated have been defined in the facilities section or
the computer will not operate correctly.
13. Enter the variable cost per cow-calf unit. This cost would 105
include; • * -
System 1 System 2
Salt, minerals and vitamins •
Veterinary and^medicine
Bedding and waste removal. •
(minus manure value)
Breeding charge (AI cost or cow's
share of keeping bull minus his feed)
Miscellaneous •
Total ' •
16
Labor teqiilrements
14-19. For each two-month period enter the number of hours per 106-
cow-calf unit required. This includes the time necessary to care for 111
the herd bulls and replacement heifers as well as the cow and her calf.
Five to 15 hours per year per cow unit is a typical amount, depending on
the facilities, the timing of your calving period, whether a herd' bull or
artificial insemination is used, etc. These hours should be apportioned
carefully over the year to reflect as closely as possible the true amount of
time use expected during each time period. For example: Suppose you plan
on System 1, calving in March and April, breeding with AX in June and July
and weaning in November. You have first rate facilities and plan- to graze
your cows in well-fenced summer pastures and winter on corn aftermath.
Thus, your total labor needs will be low to medium, about 9 hours per
cow unit.
The total time should be apportioned according to those periods of
greatest requirements. Thus, the spaces 14-19 may be filled out as follows:
System 1
14. January-February 1 106
15. March-April 2.5 107
16. May-June 1.25 108
17. July-August 1.25 109
18. September-October 1 110
19. November-December 2 111
20. Enter the average age of the calves at weaning in days. This 112
number is used in determining the lengbh of the lactation period and thus
also the dry period. It also helps determine the feed requirements for
calves during nursing.
21. Enter the percentage of cows that wean calves. For instance, if 113
a 907o calf crop is expected this year, a 90 should be entered. The
program assumes that half will be heifers and half steers and allocates
them accordingly.
22, 23. Enter the average weaning weights in pounds. This is used 114
to help determine feed requirements up to weaning and to establish the 115
value of the calf crop.
24, 25. Enter the price in dollars per hundredweight that you 116
could get for the calves if you sold"them at weaning. The computer will 117
decide whether they should actually be sold at this price or transferred
to another part of your beef operation, depending on the relative profit
ability of the different options and the options available.
26. Enter the percentage culling rate for the cow herd. For exam- 118
pie, if it is planned that one-eighth of the herd will be culled, enter
12.5 (1/8 = 12.5%).
27. Enter the price expected to be received for the cull cows in 119
dollars per hundredweight. This is used along with the mature cow weight
to establish the value of the cows culled.
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Operators constraints on systems stzes:. .. - "
•r28, 29. Enter any management restraints. Since the cow-calf busi- 120
ness tends to be cyclic in profitability, but very'difficult to get 121
started in and get out of, it may be deHrable to maintain a certain herd
size in spite of the higher anticipated profits In other beef operations*.
Or it may not be desirable to increase the herd beyond a certain size, no
matter how profitable. These restraints allow specifying both a lower-
and. upper limit.- The operator should be very careful when using these
limits, particularly the lower limit, as he may inadvertently require a
larger herd size than is possible and the program will not run^ For "exairq)le,
if a lower liipit of 100 is entered but only enough cows to bring .the herd
up to-80 head can be purchased, or^there is brilyehbugh labor during a
certain period for less th^ 100 head, the limit would be unattainable. In
this case the computer would be unable-to-fulfill the^lOO head minimum
condition and would stop without giving any usable output. Normally both
limits.will be' left blank. The upper limit must, of course, always be higher
than .the lower limit.
'Exaiiq>le: Cow-calf..Production Systems, Demonstration Faih^
Name syst^ 1 Spring Calving, pasture and stalks ' 86
Name syst^ 2 Calving in lot, AI, past, sunnner '87
General Information Concerning Herd -
1. Present number of cow units on ha:nd. 30 hd. 88
2. Cost per head to buy additional cows, $275. /hd: 89
3. . Buying and transportation costs per additional, cows. $ 10 /hd. 90
4. M^imum number of head willing to add to herd. 20 /hd. 91
5. Average weight of mature cows, in-herd. 1000 lbs. 92
Description of the System
-System 1 System 2
1.' ..Number of .bulls per 100 cows. "•
2. Average weight of herd bulls.
4 a ^ 93
1400 0 94
17 -• ,17 95
16 16 96
• 1 1.03 97
0 1 98
0 1 99
1 • 1 100
Replacement Heifers
_ 3. Number of weaned heifers/100 cows
4. Number of bred heifers/lOO cows.
Effect of System on Feeding Rate
5. Feed efficiency. (Average = 1)
Grazing Available during Lactation
• 6;; Pasture, (yes-0 no-l)
7. Cornstalk aftermath, (yes-0 no-l)
'8,'. Winter wheat. (yes-O no-l)'
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Grazing Available during Dry Period
9. Pasture, (yes-0 no-1)
10. Cornstalk aftermath, (yes-0 no-1)
11. Winter wheat, (yes-0 no-1)
Facilities
12. Type of facilities. (Present-0 New^l)
I
Variable Cost
13. Variable cost per cow-calf unit.
Labor Requirements (hours per cow-calf unit)
14. January-February
15. March-April
16. May-June
17. July-August
18. September-October
19. November-December
Weaning Age. Weights
20.
21.
22.
23.
Average age of calves at weaning (days)
Percentage of cows that wean calves (%)
Average weight of steers at weaning ^bs.)
Average weight of heifers at weaning (lbs.)
Value of Calves Produced, Culls
24. Selling price for heifers ($/cwt)
25. Selling price for steers ($/cwt)
26. Percentage of cows culled (%)
27. Selling price for culls ($/cwt)
Operators Constraints on System Sizes
28.
29.
Upper limit.
Lower limit.
(Blank if no limit)
(Blank if no limit)
1 0 101
0' 1 102
1 1 103
0 1 104
22.50' 31 105
1 2 106
2.5 1.25 107
1.25 0.75 108
1.25 2 109
1 1 110
2 2.5 111
210 215 112
90 90 113
450 450 114
420 420 115
33 33 116
38 38 117
16 16 118
25 25 119
120
20. 121
Section E: Backgrounding Systems
This section is designed to allow for the definition of up to four
^iffsrent backgrounding beef operations. If backgrounding is not a '
phase to be considered, leave the names blank and skip to the feedlot
section. If more than one backgrounding system is being considered,
designate each by a name (up to 40 letters or spaces). It is necessary
to name the systems in the order given in the data form. System 2 must
follow System 1. If only systems 1 and 4 were named, the coii5>uter would
not read system 4. Also, for identification purpose the name should reflect
-the facilities named in that section previously discussed. Although this
was not done in the demonstration farm example.
122-
125
.19
It is a goodjidea to arrive at the time period the* system will cover
i. . . - ... , , >Wt-out - (Wt^ in inshrink),
at this point. The time period in days equal [ .
This will also help, clarify any problems for cattle transferring between ,
phases.* i.; ' • f • - , •' \
Data pertaining to the individual systems
1. Enter a 0 for steers and a 1 for heifers. Due to the differr^-'^->. 126
ence in feed requirements, each sex must be considered separately.
2. Enter the-total delivered buying price in dollarsiper hundred- 127
-weight. This should include-any transportation charges'or commissions.
3. Enter the weight at-which you- are buying the calves. = (#2,'X-' ' 128,
#3 should equal the actual price per head of the calves.)
4.- Enter the^ percentage weight loss expected at the start of 129
the backgrounding period. This is used to establish the starting weight
for the feeding period.
Consider calves from cbw'"calf systems j ' "
5. 6. Enter 1 if the program is to,consider transferring cialves • 130*
from the designated cow-calf systems. This is.ito allow consideration of 131
the profitability of backgrounding feeder/ calves produced on the farm
rather than selli'ng.'them. Only "the feeders of the correct sex will be
considered.In order for th!ls transfer to make sense, the backgrounding
system must be planned to start when the feeder calves hkve been weaned
and must be of the same weight and grade of calves. Weight should be-the
same as the designated weaning weight.' Inshrink'will be taken at the same
.percentage as calves purchased. Care must be taken that the buying price
for feeders purchased from outside sources is higher than the selling price,
given in' the cow-cal'f datia, otherwise the program will -attempt to' reverse ' '
the transfer and make infinite ambunts of money dealing in calves. ' Any
amount higher, even as little as a dime per hundredweight, will be suffi
cient to prevent this proj^lem. ' ' , ^ ^
7. " Enter the average daily gain, in pounds per day', that you wish 132
the calves to make. This is used to set nutritional requirements and
thus, the higher the ADG, the more concentrates and the less roughage will
be fed. Most backgrounding systems have an ADG of 1 lb. to 1.9 lbs.
8. Feed efficiency Is discussed extensively in the cow-calf sec- 133
tiqn, line .'5. 1 is average and the range should riot normally exceed
0.9 to 1.20. ' Ahigher efficiency is less' than 1.0.*' Also, "look at Table 4,
as spnie adjustment factors^ .though specifically for feedlot, can and
should be applied here. ~
Forages available
?, 10, 11. Enter a 0 if the particular forage is available to the 134-
7, system in question, a 1 if it is'not. Availability is dependent on the ^ 136
season or seasons that the system will be operating in, planned facilities'
and forages on "the farm. '
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12. Enter a 0 if the system is planned around the present facil- 137
itles, a 1 if around a new type. Make sure the facilities defined here
correspond to those defined in the facilities section. Either type may
be used in one or more systems. The effect will be'additive. That is,
a headspace once used in a system is not available to any other, but all
may draw equally on the supply.
13. Enter the variable cost in dollars on a per head basis. This 138
would include:
System #1 System #2 System #3 System #4
Salt, minerals & vitamins ,
Veterinary & medicine
Bedding & waste removal
(minus manure credit)
Interest on cattle
Miscellaneous
Total $ $ $ $
Labor.hours per head
14-19. Enter the hourly labor per head for each labor period in 139-
which the system is in operation. If no labor is required during a 144
certain period, leave it blank.
Labor requirements for backgrounding will average 1/2 to 1 hour per
two-month period per head, depending on the type of facilities and feeds
fed. Slightly more should be added at the beginning of the feeding period
to cover the time required to get the calves started. Also, any labor time
necessary to sell the calves or clean out the facilities afterward should
be added to the last two-month period as appropriate.
20. Enter the expected percentage of calves lost due to death 145
over the backgrounding period. For instance, if in System #1 a 2 percent
death loss is expected, enter 2 in the appropriate space.
21. Enter the weight in pounds that the calves should attain at, .146
the end of the feeding period. This weight, along with the average
daily gain determines how long the cattle will be backgrounded under this
system.
22. Enter the percentage shrink from out-weight to selling weight. 147
If the program elects to transfer the backgrounded cattle to a feedlot
system designation (see Feedlot system questions 7-10), the outshrink will
not be taken here as there is a space for inshrink in the Feedlot systems
but rather the cattle will be transferred at the weight listed.in line 21.
23. Enter the selling price that you expect to get (FOB your farm) 148
for the cattle in dollars per hundredweight.
Operators constraints on systems size
24. 25. Enter the upper and lower limits (in head of cattle in 149-
the system) as required to meet specific management objectives. Either 150
or both may and often will be left blank. Care must be taken not tp set
an unattainable lower limit or a lower limit above the upper limit.
21
Example: Backgrounding, Demonstration Farm
Name system #1, Steer calf .1.35 ADG
Name system #2. Steer calf 2.1 ADG
Name system #3. Heifer fcalf 1.4 ADG
Name system #4 Heifer calf 1.92 ADG
System #1 System #2 System #3 System #4
Description of the Systems
1. Calf type
(steer-0 heifer-1)
Calf AcQuisltion.
2. Buying price ($/cwt)
3. Buying weight (lbs.)
4. Inshrlnk
40
450
Consider Calves from Cow-Calf Systems
5. Cow-calf system 1
(yes-1 no-blank)
6. Cow-calf system 2
(yes-l, no-blank) '
1-
40
450
Average Dally Gain Calves Are Expected to Make
7. Average daily gain
(lbs./day) 1.35
Effect of System on Feeding Rate
8. Feed efficiency
(1 is average)
Grazing Available (yes-0 no-1)
9. Pasture
10. Cornstalk aftermath
11. Winter wheat
Facilities
12. Type of facilities
(present-0 new-1)
Variable Cost
13. Variable cost ($/hd,) 21
2.1
1'.
24
1^^
35 35
420 420
1.4 1.92
18 20
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
-130
131
132
133
•134
135
136
137
138
22
Labor Hours Per Head
14. January-February 1 1 139
15. March-April 0.8 0.8 140
16. May-June 141
17. July-August 1 1 142
18. September-October 6 6 143
19. November-December 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.8 144
Cattle OutDut
20. Death loss (%) 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 145
21. Weight out (lbs.) 666 666 609 609 146
22. Outshrink 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 147
23. Selling price ($/cwt) 38 38 32 32 148
Operators Constraints on System Sizes (Blank if no limit)
24. Upper bounds
25 Lower bounds
Section F: Feedlot Systems
149
150
This section is designed to allow defining up to six different feedlot
systems. If the operator does not wish to consider finishing cattle in a
feedlot, leave this section blank. If more than one feedlot system is being
considered, designate each by giving it an appropriate name (up to 40 letters
or spaces). An example of a name might be "Steer calves 450-1050 lbs." or
"Heifer yearlings, Oct-Mar." The systems must be used in order starting with
1. That is, if three different systems.are being considered use row names
1, 2, 3 and leave 4, 5, 6 blank. Of course, data would be developed to fill
in the columns for the designated systems.
Data pertaining to the individual systems
1. Enter a 0 for steers, a 1 if heifers. Each sex must be con
sidered separately due to the difference in feed requirements for gain,
157
2.
weight.
Enter the buying price (FOB the farm) in dollars per hundred- 158
3. Enter the buying weight in pounds. 159
4. Enter the percentage weight loss expected at the start of the 160
feeding period. This is used to establish the starting weight for days-
on-feed purposes.
Consider cattle transferred in (from cow-calf systems, 5, 6 or backgrounding
systems, 7-10)
5, 6. Enter a 1 if the program is to consider transferring calves 161*
from one of the designated cow-calf systems. Only calves of the proper 162
sex will be considered. The program will pick the most profitable option
for each calf, whether to sell it or transfer it to available backgrounding
23
or feedlot systems. In order for this transfer to make sense, the system
must be planned so that one of the turns, if the feedlot turns over more
than once a year, starts when the calves are weaned. It also must use the
same weight and grade of calves as are coming out of the cow-calf isystem.
The computer does not check to see whether the weight is the same and has
no way to check timing. These must be done by the one filling in the form
if useful information is to be returned.
7-10. Enter a 1 if the program is to consider transferring year- 163-
lings from one of the designated backgrounding systems. Weight, grade 166
and sex must be the same as cattle being bought for the system and the
timing sequence should balance if the output is to make sense.
11. Enter the average daily gain in pounds per day the cattle are 167
expected to gain. This is used to set daily energy requirements for gain
and will help determine what feedstuffs will be fed. The higher the ABG
is set, the greater the amount of concentrates (grain) necessary in order
to meet energy for gain requirements.
12. Enter the feed efficiency expected in each system. Grazed 168
roughages and pastures cannot and will not be fed to feedlot cattle with this
program. Each 1% change in efficiency would change the efficiency number
0.01. The more efficient the system is to be, the lower the number. For
example, an entry of 0.98 would indicate that this system will be 2 percent
more efficient than average. An entry of 1.03 would indicate that this
system is 3 percent less efficient than average. The usual range is 0.90 to
1,20. See Tables 4 and 5 for adjustment factors for feed efficiency.
13. Enter the number of times the feedlot will be turned per year. 169
The computer uses this number to buy and sell the correct number of
cattle, etc. It assumes that all cattle groups in the year will be
similar. To handle dissimilar groups, different systems must be used.
To determine how many days are required to turn the feedlot once, add
days-on-feed to days between cattle batches
Days on feed - ["t. out - - Inshrlnk) ^_
14. Enter a 0 if the system uses the present type of facility, a 170
1 if the first new type, and a 2 if the second new type. Be certain that
the required facility type has been defined in the facilities section.
15. Enter the variable cost for each head in the system. This 171
would include:
Salt, minerals, vitamins
Veterinary, medicine
Bedding, waste removal
(minus manure credit)
Interest on cattle
Miscellaneous
Total $
Sys 1 Svs 2 Sys 3 Svs 4 Svs 5 Sys 6
See Table 10 for an estimate of variable costs.
. .24
tabor ' .
.16-21. Enter the hours spentdurlng each time period on the care
of, each head in th6 system. If a certain system Is not In operation
during a time period leave the space blank.
.172-
177
The labor requirfements per period will be dependent u^on the facilities,
ADG, and size of the cattle. An average might be from 1 hour per head per
two-month period for calves in an open lot which .are fed at a low ADG (hence
high- roughage) to as little as 1/2 hour per head per two-month period for
yearlings in confinement at a high ADG^., See Table 9 for labor estlmiates..
22. Enter the percentage of cattle that you expect to lose during- 178.
the feeding, period.
23. Enter the weight the.>cattle are to ,attain at the end of the . 179
feeding period in pounds. . „ .
24. Enter the expected percentage shrink out of the lot. This 180
percentage will be subtraicted from the weight put of the lot to get the
actual selling weight.
25. Enter the price expected to be received for the cattle in , lisi
dollars .per hundredweight.
Operators constraints on system sizes
26. 27. Enter any upper or lower limits that the operator wishes 182-
tb impose on the system due to management considerations. Care ^st be ^ 183
used not to i^ose a lower limit'that cannot be reached. Either or both
limits may be, and.often will be, left blank.
Gxan^le: Feedlot Production Systems, Denu»nstration Farm
N^e system. 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Steer calves 2 ADG 325 days ,
Steer calves 2.4 ADG 277 days
Yearling steers 2.76 ADG 180 days
Yearling steers 2.5 ADG 166 days
Heifer calves 1.9 ADG 258 davs.
Heifer yearlings 2.3 ADG 154 days
Description of the Systems
1. Feeder type
(steer-O heifer-1)
Cattle Acquisition
2; Buying price
($/cwt)
3. Buying welght-
(Ibs.)
4. -Inshrink (7«)
. 4 ,5 . 6'
0
1
0 0 0 1 . 1.
40 . 40 38,
{
39 35 i 35
450 450 666 750 420 609
3 3- 2 2 3 2
151
152
153
154
155
156
.157
158
159
'160
25
•5. Cpw-calf system 1 1 1 161
6. Cow-calf system 2 - 162
Consider Yearlings Transferred in from Backeroundine Systems
7. Backgrounding 1 1 • 163
8. Backgrounding 2 j • 1 164
9. Backgrounding 3 165
10. Backgrounding 4 166
Average Dallv Gain Cattle Are Exoected to Make
11, Average dally gain
(lbs./day) 2 .2.4 2.76 2.5 1.9 2.3 167
Effect of System on Feeding Rate
12. Feed efficiency
(1 Is average) 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 168
Number of Times Feedlot Ii5 Turned Per Year
13. Turns per year i 1.2 2 2.1 1.4 2.2 169
Facilities
14. Type of facilities
(present-0 new A-1)
(new B-2) 0 0 1 1 0 1 170
15. Variable cost
($/head) 39 36 40 28 32 26 171
Labor (hours/head')
16.- January-February 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 172
17. March-April 0.7 0.8 1 0.8 0.9 0.9 173
18. May-June 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 174
19. July-August 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 175
20. September-^Octpber
21. November-December
0.2 0.8 1 0.8 0.9 0.9 176
1 0;8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9 177
Cattle Output
22. Death loss (%) 1.5 1.5 1 1 1.5 1 178
23. Weight out of lot
(lbs.)
24. Outshrlnk (79)
1100 1100 1150 1150 900 950 179
3 3 3 3 3 3 18025. Selling price
($/cwt) 43 43 43 43 . 41 41 181
Operators Constraints on Systems Sizes (Blank if no limit)
26. Upper bounds
27. Lower bounds
182
183
26
Section III
Background Tables
27
Table '1. Pounds per bushel of wet corn necessary to equal Ibu. No. 2
corn^
Present moisture Shelled corn Ear com
in corn (70^ (Ibs./bu.) (Ibs./bu.)
1-11 53 64
12-13 54 65.5
14-15 55 67.5
16-17 56.5 69.5.
18-19 58 72
20-21 59.5 74.5
22-23 61 77.5
24-25 62.5 80.5
26-27 64.5 83.5
28-30 66.5 87
31-33 69.5 91.5
34-37 73 97 •
38-40 77.5 101.5
Source: Adapted from: "Feeds for Beef Cattle." ISU Coop. Ext
^ Serv., AC-205, June 67.
How to use:
1. Find moisture content of your com.
2. Get appropriate number from the table.
3. To find price (^0. from table^ ^ Present price = Right price,
4. To find Max Quantity (rr-—^ Present quantity =
Corrected quantity.
5. For ear com use 70 instead of 56 as the numerator.
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Table 2. Estimation of storeige and wastage losses
Storage
loss % Range %
Handling and
feeding wastage Range %
Grain 0.5 0.2-1 0,5 0.1-1
Hay 2.0 1-5
(Field cured, no rain) 3,6 2-4
(Field cured, rain damaged) 4.0 3-5
Silages 5.0 2-10
1. Gas tight silo 5.0 1-11
2. Concrete stave silo 6.0 2-12
3. Bunker or trench silo 15.0 10-26
4, Stack 20.0 10-25
Roughages
Stacked cornstalk aftermath 10,0 5-15 5.0 2-10
A
S6urce: Adapted from: "Harvesting, Storing, Processing Feed for
Beef Cattle." ISU Coop. Ext. Serv., PM-535, June 72.
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Table 3. Estimated yields of common Iowa hay and pasture forages
Legumes
Alfalfa
Birdsfoot trefoil
Crown vetch
Red clover
Legume grass
Alfalfa/grass j
Birdsfoot trefoil/
grass
White clover/
Kentucky bluegrass
Grass
Kentucky bluegrass
(unimproved)
Fert.
60N
60N
60N
60N
Dry matter
Management Hay (tons/acre') (tons/acre) •
•t.b SystemcYield Raiige Yield Range
H3
CG • :
HIG I-
CG .
H3
t .
'
H3
H2G ;
HIG
AG
1
HIG
CG
t • ^
CG
CG
CG •
5.0 ^4.0-6.0
1.7 1.5-2.,0;
4.2 3.5-5.0
3.7 , - ,3.0-4.5
2.2 2.0-4.5
1.8, - jl.5-2.0
1,6 1.3-1.7
2.1
0.6
3.0
1.3
2.0
2.4
1.0
1.5
1.7^2.4
0.4-0.8
2.7-3.3
1.2rl.5
1.8-2.2
1.8-3.0
0.8-1.2
1.3-1.8
1,4'- -1.2-1.5
• • ' If
0.9 0.6-1.4
1.9 1.2-2.6
Source': Adapted'from: "A'Model, for Programming Forage Supplies."
Thesis by Dobbins, ISU, 74; and ISU Coop. Ext. Serv., Publications '^-81,
AGf92, AG-90,. PM-538 and PM-569.
.^Fertilizers: ' ,
60N = 60 lbs. nitrogen ,
120N =» 120 lbs. nitrogen
'240N =" 240 lbs. nitrogen. - - - - . ,
c
Management systems:
H3 - Harves 3 cuttings
CT = Continuous grain
HlG « Harvest 1 cutting, graze
H2G = Harves 2 cuttings, graze
AG - Alternate graze
3SG Three season graze. <
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Table 3. Continued.
Manasement Hav ^tons/acre')
Dry matter
_ (tons/acre)
Fert.b System® Yield Range Yield Range
Orchardgrass H3 4.0 3.5-4.5
120N CG 2.4 2.0-2.8
120N 3SG 2,1 1.7-2.4
Reed canary grass H3 4.5 4.0-5.0
120N CG 2.8 2.3-3.4
Timothy H3 4.2 3.0-5.0
Reed canarygrass 240N 3SG 3.2 2.0-4.5
240N HIG 2.6 2.4-2.8 2.3 1.5-3.0
Smooth brome H3 4.2 3.7-4.6
120N CH 2.4 2.0-2.7
120N 3SG 2.1 1.9-2.4
60H CG 3.3 3.0-3.6
Tall fescue H3 4.4
240N 3SG 3.5 2.0-5.0
Cornstalk aftermath
machine harvested 1.6 1.2-2.0
Grazed 1.0 0.5-1.5
Soybean stover 0.9 0.7-1.1
Legume pasture: Ton (dry matter)
or 2.9 AUM (Animal Unit Months).
approximately 88 AUD (Animal Unit Days)
Legume grass pasture: Ton (dry matter) « approximately 84 AUD or 2.8 AUM.
Grass pasture: Ton (dry matter) « approximately 81 AUD or 2.7 AUM.
An AUD Is considered to be the amount of pasture necessary for a 1,000 lb.
cow for I day or 16 lbs. of TDN.
An AUM Is considered to be the amount of pasture necessary for a 1,000 lb.
cow for 1 month or 480 lbs. of TDN.
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Table 4. ^justment factors for feed efficiency for feedlot
1. Breed of cattle
Breed ;
a. British, Exotic, British X Exotic .
b. Holsteln'
c. Holstein X British
2. Body condition and previous rate of gain
Adlustment
1.0
1.12
1.06
Body condition
a. Very fleshy „ . ' '
b. Average
c. Very thin
Environmental stress
Lot condition
Previous rate of gain Adjustment
3.
4.
5.
a.
b.
c ^
•Outside lot, frequent deep mud .
in winter, ho shade in summer ..
Outside lot, no shelter but well
mounded, bedding'during adverse
weather ! .
No mud, shelter with good venti
lation, no chill stress
Growth stimulants and feed aditives
Stimulants
a.
.c.
d.
None '
Antibiotics only
DES, Synoyex S, or Ralgro for
isteers
MGAi Synovex H, or Ralgro for
heifers
Rumensin ,
2.2 lbs ."/day
1.5 lbs./day
1,0 lbsi/day
Adjustment
• 1.3
1.1
1.0
•Adjustment-
1;07
• 1-.05
1.0.
0'';92
1.05-1.1
1.0
0.9-0.96
Adjustment. for feed quality - 0.9 to-1.1 depending on how your
feed:compares with average quality fe'e'ds.-
6. Adjustment for management - 0.9 to 1.1:
- fl ' "Source: Adapted from: . "A System for Predicting Performance- of Grow
ing and Finishing Beef Cattle," by Fox and Black. Research Draft, Mich.
State Univ., 76. '
^ ' i , I'i .
To arrive at feed ,efficiency use the following formula:
Efficiency. = I JC adjustment for breed X adjustment for condition X
adjustment, for (environmental stress X adjustment; for
growth stimulants ,X adjustment for feed quality X
adjustment for management'rablLityr- <
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Table' 6." Building costis for 100 head capacity open lot "witKMshelter
or windbreak fence^
- Open lot--' ^
,Open lot-shelter i .windbreak fence
Item Total Per head Total Per head
Windbreak fence 8' high 166 1.66 662
c
.6.62; .
Pole building 20 sq. ft./hd. 4,866 48.66 • .'L —
Concrete paving 58 cu. yd. (3 $30
plus labor
r- L
2,192 21.92 2,192
;,V . .
^'^21:92 - •
Precast concrete bunks 1 ft./hd.
(? $10/In, ft-. 1,000 10.00 1,000
V V'-;.'
^10.00 -
Road along bunk (60 yd. gravel) 336 3.36
. V ^ -
336 3.36'/
Cable fence,'posts and gates 606 6.06 • ' 606 ^ 6.06
r*
Dirt mound 30 sq. ft./hd.
(500 cu. yd.) 450 4.50- '
i' - *
'450 •' 4750
Waterers, pipe, trenching 330 3.30\' 330' 3.30
Electric wiring and lights •' •192 '' ' 1^92 ^ 192 •' 1.92
Grading (460 cu. yd.) 277
j 1
2.77 277
t'
2.77
Und 1.2 kc. (a $1200 ' 1,440 14.40 ; 1,440 .14.40
.... ^ . 11-855 118.55 7,485 74;; 85^
. - -Source: -Adapted^from:. "Evaluation.of Feedlot-Systems/l-by
Boehlje and Trede. .ISU Coop. Ext. Serv., PM-602, 1975.
uT^le 7. Bulldlag costs for 300 head capacity cold confinement unlt^
Deep pit Fluah gutter
Item Total Per head Total Per head
Land (0.25 ac. (? $1200) $ 300 $ 1.00 $ 300 $ 1.00
Bulldlag (40 X 200) 22,850 76.17 22,850 76.17
Concrete approach-vehicles 240 .80 240 .80
Floor 24 X 200 slotted (?
$1.75/sq. yd. 8,400 28.00
with 400* flushing flumes 8,500 28.33
Bunks (200' (a $12) 2,400 8.00 2,400 8.00
Gates (25 (? $50) 1,250 4.17 1,250 4.17
Waterers (3 & $210) 630 2.10 630 2.10
Pipe and labor 350 1.17 350 1.17
Electricity 425 1.42 425 1,42
Lagoon (75' X 200' X 16')
4000 cu. yd, dirt 4,800 16.00
pipe and trench 480 1.60
pump and electricity 1,000 3.33
land (0.61 ac. @ $1200) 735 2.45
Pit (200" X 24' X 8*)
1600 cu. yd. dirt removed 1,725 5.75
200 cu. yd. concrete 6,000 20.00
steel re-rod 1,000 3.33
forming material 1,700 5.67
Labor 10,000 33.33
Totals $57,270 $190.91 $43,960 $146.54
^Source: Adapted from: "Evaluation of FeedLot Systems," by
Boehlje and Trede, ISU Coop. Ext. Serv., PM-602, 1975.
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The output report is In three sections. Section 1 reports production
activities for each of the systems specified: viz. cowcalf activities,
backgrounding activities and feedlot activities. Section II summarizes the
feed, labor and facilities resources used by all activities. Section 111 .
summarizes the total return to management, labor and investment- for each of.
the production activities and for the total farm.
The production activities (Section I) reports the results of each system
for each of the three major activities.. For each system a report is given of
the number of animals involved, operating costs, feeds fed, facilities used,
labor used by month, revenue received by source, efficiency ratios for feed
use and operating costs, and returns to management labor, and fixed costs.
If a system did not produce an end product that would be sold-. such as feeder
calves being transferred into backgrounding systems or feedlot systems then
the transfer (in^lied) price is given. This allows each system to be
evaluated on its own profitability. An implied output price of one system
Would be an implied input price of the next system. The destination or use
of each animal is specified.
I ,
Systems that are not .profitable are not detailed. However, a shadow-
price is shown which indicates the loss to the total farm income for each
unit of that system that was forced into production.
The resources used section (II) details the feeds, labor, and facil
ities used. The feeds used report shows the quantity of each.feed fed,, its
value and the change in value if another unit of that feed could be obtained.
This may only be the price difference between the first source of feed and
the second source of feed where there are no feed substitutes.; Where there
are feed substitutes such as hay and-corn silage the reduced cost may reflect
additions to income of making more of that particular feed available, for^
herd expansion or as a substitute for other feeds.
The labor section compares the hours available with, the hours used arid
shows the.amount and cost of hired labor for the total of all production
activities. ,
The facilities section summarizes those used for each activity, divides
the costs into fixed, and variable components and, shows the total investment
of new conistructions. \
The final' section .(III) summarizes return to management, fixed labot
and other costs and investment for each system that profitably came into
production. Further,, after a cost is imputed for fixed labor supplied
(operator and permanent hired labor) and fixed facilities a return to manage
ment and investment is estimated.
The output report is reported in a language arid, format the user can
easily read and understand.
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V,. BEEF-OPT.DATA FORM
Name: -.. , . ' V
Address: ^ \ . . 2
Date: . • . . '3
Section A
FEEDS
List price, at feedbunk, for feeds available to your operations. If
the quantity you have available is limited specify the limit In the Maximum
Quantity column. Use the second Price, Maximum Quantity columns only if-,
you have a second source for that feed.at a higher price. If a feed is not
ayailable, leave it blank and the coo^uter will drop it fromi consideration.
GRAINS:
One Two .
Maximum Maximum
, , Units Price Quantity Price Quantity
Corn 56 Ibs./bu. ' -4.
Ground ear corn 70, Ibs./bu. .. 5
Sorghum, 60 Ibs./bu. - 6
Oats 32 Ibs./bu. . '7
Barley 48 Ibs./bu. . ^ , 8
^eat,:. 60 Ibs./bu. , ' ' 9
Grain screenings Tons . ' • 10
HAYS: (in tons)
Alfalfa ' \ _ . ir
Legume
(less than 30% grass) . - 12
Liegume/Grass
(30%-70% grass) • - 13
.Grass . . .
55
Price
SILAGES: (in tons) .
Corn
Corn Stover
Sorghum
Sorghum/Sudan
Oat
Legume
Legume/Grass
SUPPLEMENTS: (in tons)
Soybean ollmeal
(40-45% protein)
Protein Mixture
(approx. 307e protein)
Urea
ROUGHAGES: (In tons)
Ground Cobs
Corn Stover
(machine harvested)
Small Grain Straw
Soybe^ Stover
(machine harvested)
PASTURE: (in tons of dry matter)
Leg^e
(less than 30% grass)
Legume, grass
(30-70% grass)
Grass
(greater than 70% grass)
Cornstalk Aftermath
Winter Wheat
One
Maximum
Quantity
Two
Price
Maximum
Ouantity
15
16.
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
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Section B .r -
LABOR
. , List the total number of hours available for the beef operation for
each two-ir»nth period. This Includes the operator and family labor plus
any labor hired on a monthly or yearly basis. If part-time help can be
hired on an hourly basis during any or all periods list the cost per hour
and ;the maximum number of hours that can be hired during each period.
^ Total family and Cost to hire add. Maximum hireable
permanent hired labor/hour hours/period
January-February 34
March-April - 35
May-Jiine " 36
July-August 37
September-October • 38
November-December , , 39
List the yearly fixed cost for family labor and permanent hired labor
that should be charged, against the total beef operation.
Family Labor Fixed Cost $ ... . 40
Peraanent Labor Fixed Cost $ 41
Section C
FACILITIES
COW-CALF
List the variable and fixed costs for the cow-calf facilities presently
available on your farm along with the maximum number of cow-c'alf units the,,
facilities can presently handle and a descriptive name. If you are willing^
to build additional facilities of the same type fill in lines 4-7. If not,, .
leave blank and the conqjuter will drop the alternative of building more from',
consideration. If you call for "present" facilities In the cow-calf pro^
duetion section (Section P, line 12) this seginent must be filled in.
Present type. Name: . .. 42
.1* Variable cost per headspacev- $
2. Total yeairly fixed cost. $
43
44
3. Number of headspace presently available. 45
. - ; . • . ' • .57 • " ' .
Additions to present type. ' , ,
4. Variable cost per headspace. $ 46.
5. Yearly fixed cost per headspace if built. $ ' 47
6. Investment per headspaces if built. $ 48
, 7.' Maximum number of headspaces willing to build, - ' 49,
If you do not have cow-calf facilities or would like to test a system r
using a different type^ designate the new facilities with a name and fill in
lines .8 to 11. if left blank, the computer will drop the option from coh-
'slderation. If you call for "new" facilities in the cowrcalf production'
systems section (Section D, line 12) this segment must be filled in., .
New type of facilities. NAME; ^ . ' 50
8. Variable cost per headspace.. $ • - 51<
9. Yearly fixed cost per headspace if built. $ 52
10. Investment per headspace if built. $ 53
11. Maximum number of headspaces-willing to build. 54
BACKGROUNDING
List the variable and fixed costs for the backgrounding facilities '
presently available on your farm along with the maximum number of cattle
the facilities can presently handle and a descriptive name. If you are'
willing to build additional facilities of the s^e type fill in lines 4 t0(7.
If not' leave blank, and the coiiq)uter will drop the alternative of building
facilities from consideration. If you call for "present" facilities in the
backgrounding production system section (Section E, line 12) this segment
must be filled in.
Present type; NAME: ' ' " 55
1. Variable cost per headspace. $ ' . 55"
2. Total yearly fixed cost. $ ' 57-
3i Numbier of headspaces presently available. • ' 53
Additions to present type.
. 4> Variable and building cost per headspace. $ -59
5: Yearly fixed cost per headspace if built. $ ' 60
•'6. Investment per headspace if built. $ ' 6i
:}-7' l^iraum number of headspaces willing to build. / ~" 52
58
If you do not have backgrounding facilities or if you would like to
test a system using a different type of facility, designate the new facility
with a name and fill in lines 8 to 11. If left blank, the computer will drop
the option from consideration. If you call for "new" facilities in the
backgrounding production systems section (Section £, line 12) this segment
must be filled in.
Hew type of facilities. NAME; 63
8. Variable and building costs per headspace. $ 64
9. Yearly fixed cost per headspace. 65
10. Investment per headspace if built. $ 66
11. Maximum number of headspaces willing to build. 67
FEEDLOT
List the variable and fixed costs for feedlot facilities presently
available on your farm along with the maximum number of cattle the facilities
can presently handle and a descriptive name. If you are willing to build
additional facilities of the same type fill in lines 4 to 7. If not, leave
blank and the computer will drop the alternative of building more facilities
from consideration. If you call for "present" facilities in the feedlot
production systems section (Section F, line 14) this segment must be filled in.
Present type. NAME: 68
1. Variable cost per headspace. $ 59
2. Total yearly fixed cost. $ 70
3. Number of headspaces presently available. 71
Additions to present tvoe.
4. Variable and building cost per headspace. $ 72
5. Yearly fixed cost per headspace if build. $ 73
6. Investment per headspace if built. $ 74
7. Maximum number of headspaces willing to build. 75
If you do not have feedlot facilities or would like to test a system
using a different type of facility, designate the new facilities with a
name and fill in lines 8 to 11, If left blank the con^uter will drop the
option from consideration. If you call for "new" facilities in the feedlot
production system section (Section E, line 14) this segment must be filled in.
New type of facilities.
(A.) NAME:
59
8. Variable cost per headspace. $
9. Yearly fixed cost per headspace if built. $
10. Investment per headspace if built. $
I
11. Maximum number of headspaces willing to build. '
(B.) NAME:
8. Variable cost per headspace. $
9. Yearly fixed cost per headspace if built. $
10. Investment per headspace if built. $
11. Maximum number of headspaces willing to build.
Section D
COW-CALF PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
Section D deals with the cow-calf phase of beef production. If you
wish to consider a cow herd as a production option fill in this section.
If not, leave it blank and skip to section E. Two alternate systems of
management are possible. If you only wish to consider one option leave
"Name system 2" blank and ignore the spaces provided for its data.
Name system 1
Name system 2
General -Information Concerning Herd
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
1. Present number of cow units on hand. hd. 88
2. Cost per head to buy additional cows. $ /hd. 89
3.. Buying and transportation costs per additional cows. $ /hd. 90
4. Maximum number of head willing to add to herd. /hd. 91
5. Average weight of mature cows in herd. lbs. 92
60
Description of the System
System 1 System 2
1. Number of bulls per 100 cows. -
(
2. Average weight of herd bulls _
Replacement Heifers.
3. Number of weaned helfers/lOO cows.
4. Number of bred heifers/100 cows.
Effect of System on Feeding Rate
5. Feed efficiency. (Average = 1) 97
Grazing Available during Lactation
6. Pasture. (yes-O nb-1) - 98
7. Cornstalk afjtermath. (yes-O no-1) ,9?
8. Winter wheat, (yes-O no-1) . 100
Giraziha'AWilafele during Dry Period
9. Pasture. (yes-O no-1) ^ - 101
10. Cornstalk aftermath. (yes-O no-1) 102
11. Winter wheat. (yes-O no-1) 103
Facilities
12. Type of facilities. (Present-0 New-1) 104
Variable Cost
13. Variable cost per cow-calf unit. . 105
Labor Requirements (hours per cow-calf unit)
14. January-February 106
15. March-April . 107
16. May-June 108
17. July-August 109
18. September-October . HO
19. November-Decen^er 111
93
94
' 61. " ^ v., .
• ' • ; _ •>
Weaning Age. Weights
20. Average age of calves at weaning (days) - ' - "' ^ il2' ;
21. Percentage of cows that wean calves (%) * • 113
22. Average weight of steers at weaning (lbs.) ' / 114 /;
23. Average weight of heifers at weaning (lbs.) . - 115 '
Value of Calves Produced. Culls
24. Selling price for heifers ($/cwt) • 116
25. Seliing price for steers ($/cwt) ' 117
26., Percentage of cows culled (%) . " 118
:27. Selling price for culls ($/cwt) il9
Operators Constraints on System Sizes
28. Upper limit. (Blank if no limit) ^20
29. Lower limit. (Blank if no limit) ,1.21 -
Section E
BACKGROUNDING PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
Section E allows for the definition of up to four possible management
systems for the backgrounding of calves. If you do not wish to consider
backgrounding as a production option skip this section. For each manage
ment system you wish to consider place a descriptive n^e in the space
provided and fill in the associated data column. You may specify from.l to. ^
4 backgrounding options but you must do so in system nun6er order. >
Name system #1. • • 122 ,,
Name system'#2. ] - '• 123
N^e! system #3. . ' . . • : _. ' 124
Name syat^ jl^U, ' 125
System #1 System #2 System #3 System #4
Description of the Systems
1., Calf type, /
"(steer-0 heifer-1) j • • ' 126 .
62 . - - , . '
^alf Acquisition
,2. Buying price ($/cwt) . 127
3. Biiylng weight (lbs.) .. 128
4. Inshrink (%) 129
Consider Calves from Cow-Calf Systems
5. Cow-calf system 1
(yes-1 no-blank) . 130
6. Cbw-calf system 2 .
. (yes-i no-blank) ... . . • 131
Average Dally Gain Calves Are Expected to Make
7. Average dally gain
' (lbs./day) . 132^
Effect of System on Feeding Rate
8. Feed efficiency
(1 Is average) - . 133
Grazing Available (yes-0 nb-1)
9. Pasture . ^ 134
10. Cornstalk aftermath . 135
11. Winter wheat ' 136
Facilities
12. Ty^e of. facilities
(present-0 nw-1) , ^ 137 ,
Variable Cost >• .
13. yarlable cost ($/hd.)__^ , ^138
Labor Hours Per Head
14. ^ January-February ' I39
15. March-April - ' . 140
16. May-June 141^
17. July-August ™ 142
18. September-October ' " 143
19. „November-December , , . ^ 144
Cattle Output ' f,
20. Death loss (%) ' - .145'
21. Weight out (lbs.) .^146,
22. Outshrink .. 147
23. /Selling price ($/cwf) ^ 148
Operators Constraints on System Sizes (Blank if no limit)
24. Upper bounds • ••
25. Lower bounds 150
Section F
FEEDLOT PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
Section F allows for the definition of up to six possible management
systems for the feeding of cattle In a feedlot. If you do not wish to
consider a feedlot operation skip this section. For each management system
you wish to consider place a descriptive name In the space provided and fill
in the associated data column. You may specify from 1 to 6 feeding options
but you must do so in system number order
Name system. 1, - 151
2. ^ 152
3. ; - . • .153-
4. • ; . . I • . 154
; 155
6. . - . • • "• ' - "156
Descr'iptioh of the Systems
1 2 3. 4 5 • 6 - ^
1." Feeder type
• (steer-O.helfer-1) ^157
Cattle Acquisition
2. Buying price
($/cwt) • . '' ^ ^158 :
3. Buying weight
(lbs.) . ^^
64
4. Inshrink (%) - - ^^0
Consider Calves Transferred In from Cow-Calf Systems (yes-1 nb-blank)
5. Cow-calf system 1 __ • - • 161
6. Cow-calf system 2 - 1^62
Consider Yearlings Transferred In from Backgrounding Systems
7. Backgrounding 1 __ . _ ^6.^
8. Backgrounding 2
9. Backgrounding 3 . 165
10. Backgrounding 4 166
Average Daily Gain Cattle Are Expected to Make
11. Average dally gain
(lbs./day) 167
Effect of System on Feeding Rate
12. Feed efficiency
(1 Is average) ' 168
Number of Tlntes Feedlot Is Turned Per Year
13. Turns per year __ - 169
Facilities
14. Type of facilities
(present-b new A-1)
(new B-2) • 170
15. Variable cost
($/head) . 171
Labor (hours/head^
16. January-February . ___ - 172
17. March-April ^ , l73
18. May-June ^ 174
19. July-August 175
20. September-October . 176,
21. November-December • 177
65
Cattle Output
22. Death loss (%) 178
23. Weight out of lot
(lbs.) 179
24. Outshrlnk (%) • . 180
25. Selling price
($/cwt) 181
Operators Constraints on Systems Sizes (Blank if no limit)
26. Upper bounds ^ 182
27. Lower bounds 183
